Instant Edge wins over
Industry Veteran as CEO
Executing Growth
SINGAPORE, JANUARY 31 2017
Instant Edge just announced the hiring of Thomas Ahlers as its new Chief Executive Officer (CEO).
Mr. Ahlers joins from Freudenberg IT (FIT), where he oversaw the European professional services
practice as Executive Vice President and Member of the Global Executive Team for the past 5 years.
Prior to that, he was instrumental in growing the China operations of FIT in a general management
function.
He looks back onto a 20+-year career in IT and business functions, of which 9 years with SAP.
Mr. Ahlers holds a master’s degree in mechanical engineering and completed leadership programs at
INSEAD and University of St. Gallen. Furthermore, Mr. Ahlers is a certified Project Management
Professional (PMP ©) and has 18+ years’ practical experience in running global large-scale
projects and change initiatives for multi-national clients.
“Thomas has exactly the right mix of technological understanding, business acumen and leadership
capabilities to bring Instant Edge to the next level in terms of market access and client success”
declares Sebastian Voss, who will move into a Chief Operations Officer (COO) role, where he will
look after the overall product design and development process of the Instant Edge Platform.
Dr. Mathias Behne will continue in his Chief Technology Officer (CTO) capacity, which encompasses
the architecture and operations of the Platform.
“Instant Edge addresses a pain point in the market that I’ve observed in pretty much all of my
projects, and I am quite excited in joining the team helping clients to embrace the Instant Edge
Platform as the central place to manage their initiatives and projects, to focus on what really
matters: results” articulates Thomas.
The next steps are to build up and develop a field-based sales & services team in Europe and the
continuous delivery of client successes through efficient deployments of the Instant Edge Platform.
Want to know more? Get in touch: success@instant-edge.com
ABOUT INSTANT EDGE
We are a fast-growing enterprise cloud software start-up
founded by German ex-SAP managers in Singapore.
We aim to solve an application gap that we have been confronted
with over the last 20+ years in every single project & change
initiative that we helped our clients and partners to execute.
We offer the cradle-to-grave cloud integration of processes
and solutions that actually belong together: Starting from the
initial idea of an initiative all the way from planning & design,
through execution, continuing into ongoing management of
operations – regardless if it’s a small change request or a
large-scale portfolio.
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